Shown below is a list of the documents which have so far been issued for the meeting of Committee III which starts on 26 September 1960.

I. Relaxation of obstacles

1. Press release GATT/517: Relaxation of obstacles to the expansion of trade of less-developed countries.

2. COM.III/34: Reduction of obstacles to trade of less-developed countries. (Progress made by individual contracting parties.)

II. Commodity information on second list of products

1. Light engineering goods

   (a) Bicycles
       Summary schedule
           (COM.III/29/Add.3/Rev.1)
           (COM.III/29/Add.3/Rev.1/Add.1)
           (COM.III/29/Add.3/Rev.1/Corr.1)
       Statistics
           COM.III/35/Add.3

   (b) Sewing machines
       Summary schedule
           (COM.III/29/Rev.1)
           (COM.III/29/Rev.1/Add.1)
           (COM.III/29/Rev.1/Corr.1)
       Statistics
           COM.III/35

   (c) Electric fans
       Summary schedule
           (COM.III/29/Add.6/Rev.1)
           (COM.III/29/Add.6/Rev.1/Add.1)
           (COM.III/29/Add.6/Rev.1/Corr.1)
       Statistics
           COM.III/35/Add.6
(d) Diesel engines

Summary schedule

Statistics

(e) Electric motors

Summary schedule

Statistics

2. Vegetable or chrome tanned hides and skins, finished leather and leather goods

(a) Finished leather

Summary schedule

Statistics

(b) Leather footwear

Summary schedule

Statistics

(c) Leather goods

Summary schedule

Statistics

3. Iron ores

Summary schedule

Statistics
4. Aluminium, alumina and bauxite

Summary schedule  
(COM.III/29/Add.10/Rev.1)  
(COM.III/29/Add.10/Rev.1/Corr.1)  
(COM.III/29/Add.10/Rev.1/Corr.2)

Statistics  
COM.III/35/Add.10

5. Sporting goods

Summary schedule  
(COM.III/29/Add.5/Rev.1)  
(COM.III/29/Add.5/Rev.1/Rev.1)  
(COM.III/29/Add.5/Rev.1/Corr.1)  
(COM.III/29/Add.5/Rev.1/Corr.2)

Statistics  
COM.III/35/Add.5

III. Comments on export promotion, market possibilities and marketing techniques

1. COM.III/21:  
Production and marketing of products of less-developed countries. (Comments by the United Kingdom Government)

2. COM.III/22:  
Problem of marketing for less-developed countries. (Note by the secretariat.)

3. COM.III/24:  
Channelling of industrial expansion by less-developed countries into direction of efficient production. (Note by the secretariat.)

NOTE: To date, no further comments on export promotion, market possibilities and marketing techniques, as requested in document COM.III/30 have been received from any contracting parties.

IV. Other comments on first list of products

1. COM.III/14:  
Comments by French delegation on Working Party report (COM.III/12/Rev.1).

2. COM.III/15:  
Comments by German delegation on revenue duties and internal fiscal charges.

3. COM.III/16:  
Statement of Professor Roberto de Oliveira Campos.

4. COM.III/27:  
Comments by the French delegation on revenue duties and internal fiscal charges.
5. COM.III/28: Comments by the Italian delegation on revenue duties and fiscal charges.

6. COM.III/33: Quantitative restrictions, internal fiscal charges, etc. in Denmark.

V. The following documents may also be needed for reference:

1. L/939: Terms of reference of Committee III.
2. COM.III/1: First report of Committee III.
3. L/1063: Second report of Committee III.
4. COM.III/17: Procedures and programme of work for Committee III.
5. COM.III/19: Suggestion by the Chairman regarding procedures for Committee III.
6. L/1162: Third progress report of Committee III.
7. COM.III/30 and COM.III/30/ Corr.1: Procedures and programme of work for Committee III.
8. COM.III/31: Request for statistical information concerning the second selection of products.
9. COM.III/32: Future work of Committee III.